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abide Dwell.
At least one memory will abide.

bacteria
Single-celled or noncellular spherical or spiral or rod-shaped organisms
lacking chlorophyll that reproduce by fission; important as pathogens and
for biochemical properties; taxonomy is difficult; often considered to be.

be Be priced at.
I want to be a teacher.

being Being alive living.
A rational being.

citizen A native or naturalized member of a state or other political community.
The good citizens of Edinburgh.

creatively In an original or imaginative way.
This article inspires you to think creatively.

creature A human being; `wight’ is an archaic term.
A creature from outer space.

dwell Live in or at a specified place.
Don t dwell on the past.

dweller A person or animal that lives in or at a specified place.
City dwellers.

existential Concerned with existentialism.
Formal logicians are not concerned with existential matters.

existing
Existing in something specified.
Much of the beluga caviar existing in the world is found in the Soviet Union
and Iran.

extant Still in existence; not extinct or destroyed or lost.
An extant letter.
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fungi The taxonomic kingdom including yeast, molds, smuts, mushrooms, and
toadstools; distinct from the green plants.

germ An initial stage from which something may develop.
The germ of a brilliant idea.

habitant An inhabitant.
The habitant farmhouses of old Quebec.

habitat The natural home or environment of an animal, plant, or other organism.
Wild chimps in their natural habitat.

inhabit Inhabit or live in be an inhabitant of.
A bird that inhabits North America.

inhabitant A person or animal that lives in or occupies a place.

intracellular Located or occurring within a cell or cells.
Intracellular fluid.

life An account of the series of events making up a person s life.
He wanted to live his own life without interference from others.

lifelong Continuing through life.
The two men were to remain lifelong friends.

live Continue to live through hardship or adversity.
You must accept yourself and others if you really want to live.

multicellular (of an organism or part) having or consisting of many cells.
Multicellular organisms.

organism The material structure of an organism.
The Church is a divinely constituted organism.

physiology
The branch of the biological sciences dealing with the functioning of
organisms.
The physiology of the brain.

populate Form the population of (a place.
Populate the forest with deer and wild boar for hunting.

protoplasm The substance of a living cell (including cytoplasm and nucleus.

reside Be inherent or innate in.
May parents reside in Florida.

resident Attached to and working regularly for a particular institution.
He has been resident in Brazil for a long time.

unicellular
(of an evolutionary or developmental stage) characterized by the formation
or presence of a single cell or cells.
Patches of unicellular algae.
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